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1: How to start with CP/M
Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in Amazon's fulfillment
centers, and we directly pack, ship, and provide customer service for these products.

The other characters made possible by the 8-bit byte were not standardized. For example, one Kaypro used
them for Greek characters, and Osborne machines used the 8th bit set to indicate an underlined character.
WordStar used the 8th bit as an end-of-word marker. A number of transient commands for standard utilities
were also provided. The transient commands resided in files with the extension. It contained functions such as
character input and output and the reading and writing of disk sectors. The CCP took user commands and
either executed them directly internal commands such as DIR to show a directory or ERA to delete a file or
loaded and started an executable file of the given name transient commands such as PIP. COM to show
various file and system information. On start-up, the bootloader usually contained in a ROM firmware chip
would load the operating system from the disk in drive A:. This avoided overwriting the disk but required a
reboot and loss of the data that was to be stored on disk. This meant that by porting the limited number of
simple routines in the BIOS to a particular hardware platform, the entire OS would work. When used with a
video terminal, this would usually be followed by a blinking cursor supplied by the terminal. The CCP would
await input from the user. A CCP internal command, of the form drive letter followed by a colon, could be
used to select the default drive. For example, typing B: Commands took the form of a keyword followed by a
list of parameters separated by spaces or special characters. Similar to a Unix shell builtin , if an internal
command was recognized, it was carried out by the CCP itself. Otherwise it would attempt to find an
executable file on the currently logged disk drive and in later versions user area, load it, and pass it any
additional parameters from the command line. These were referred to as "transient" programs. The commands
themselves could sometimes be obscure. The format of parameters given to a program was not standardized,
so that there was no single option character that differentiated options from file names. Different programs
could and did use different characters. Application programs would load processor registers with a function
code for the operation, and addresses for parameters or memory buffers, and call a fixed address in memory.
Since the address was the same independent of the amount of memory in the system, application programs
would run the same way for any type or configuration of hardware. These included reading or writing single
characters to the system console and reading or writing a sector of data from the disk. Customization was
required because hardware choices were not constrained by compatibility with any one popular standard. For
example, some manufacturers used separate computer terminal, while others designed a built-in integrated
video display system. Serial ports for printers and modems could use different types of UART chips, and port
addresses were not fixed. File system[ edit ] File names were specified as a string of up to eight characters,
followed by a period, followed by a file name extension of up to three characters "8. The extension usually
identified the type of the file. COM indicated an executable program file, and. Each disk drive was identified
by a drive letter , for example drive A and drive B. To refer to a file on a specific drive, the drive letter was
prefixed to the file name, separated by a colon, e. With no drive letter prefixed, access was to files on the
current default drive. In addition, file extensions for example,. File size was specified as the number of byte
records directly corresponding to disk sectors on 8-inch drives occupied by a file on the disk. There was no
generally supported way of specifying byte-exact file sizes. Since many application programs such as text
editors prefer to deal with files as sequences of characters rather than as sequences of records, by convention
text files were terminated with a control-Z character ASCII SUB , hexadecimal 1A. Determining the end of a
text file therefore involved examining the last record of the file to locate the terminating control-Z. This also
meant that inserting a control-Z character into the middle of a file usually had the effect of truncating the text
contents of the file. With the advent of larger removable and fixed disk drives, disk de-blocking formulas were
employed which resulted in more disk blocks per logical file allocation block. While this allowed for larger
file sizes, it also meant that the smallest file which could be allocated increased in size from 1KB on
single-density drives to 2KB on double-density drives and so on, up to 32KB for a file containing only a single
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byte. This made for inefficient use of disk space if the disk contained a large number of small files. To change
user one had to simply type "User X" at the command prompt, X being the number of the user wanted;
security was non-existent and not believed to be necessary. A USER command allowed the user area to be
changed to any area from 0 to User 0 was the default. The user area feature arguably had little utility on small
floppy disks, but it was useful for organizing files on machines with hard drives. The intent of the feature was
to ease use of the same computer for different tasks. For example, a secretary could do data entry , then, after
switching USER areas, another employee could use the machine to do billing without their files intermixing.
Although all Z80 and processors could address 64 kilobytes of memory, the amount available for application
programs could vary, depending on the design of the particular computer. As a result, some systems had more
TPA memory available than others. Bank switching was a common technique that allowed systems to have a
large TPA while switching out ROM or video memory space as needed. Programmers could write software
that could intercept certain operating system calls and extend or alter their functionality. Using this capability,
programmers developed and sold auxiliary desk accessory programs, such as SmartKey , a keyboard utility to
assign any string of bytes to any key. Often these were controlled by escape sequences which had to be altered
for different devices. This procedure was not defined by the operating system; a user would typically run an
installation program that would either allow selection from a range of devices, or else allow feature-by-feature
editing of the escape sequences required to access a function. This had to be repeated for each application
program, since there was no central operating system service provided for these devices. The initializing codes
for each model of printer had to be written into the application. To use a program such as Wordstar with more
than one printer say, a fast dot matrix printer or a slower but presentation-quality daisy wheel printer , a
separate version of Wordstar had to be prepared, and one had to load the Wordstar version that corresponded
to the printer selected and exiting and reloading to change printers. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Intergalactic Digital
Research, Inc. The Xerox ran the operating system because "where there are literally thousands of programs
written for it, it would be unwise not to take advantage of it", Xerox said. One restriction on portability was
that certain programs used the extended instruction set of the Z80 processor and would not operate on an or
processor. Another was graphics routines, especially in games and graphics programs, which were generally
machine-specific as they used direct hardware access for speed, bypassing the OS and BIOS this was also a
common problem in early DOS machines. Lifeboat Associates started collecting and distributing user-written
"free" software. There were many ways to customize these parameters for every system [32] but once they had
been set, no standardized way existed for a system to load parameters from a disk formatted on another
system. A software manufacturer had to prepare a separate version of the program for each brand of hardware
on which it was to run. Disks could be hard or soft sectored, single or double density, single or double sided,
35 track, 40 track, 77 track, or 80 track, and the sector layout and size could vary widely as well. Although
translation programs could allow the user to read disk types from different machines, it also depended on the
drive type and controller. By , soft sector, single sided, 40 track 5. Other disk types such as 80 track or hard
sectored were completely impossible to read. Most systems could only display rudimentary ASCII art charts
and diagrams in text mode or by using a custom character set. Later versions ran on bit processors. The system
could be configured to support date stamping of files. The operating system distribution software also included
a relocating assembler and linker. The Z80 and CPUs ran concurrently. ASM source code for the Intel
processor into. A86 source code for the Intel Upon the failure to obtain a signed non-disclosure agreement ,
the talks failed, and IBM instead contracted with Microsoft to provide an operating system. Internals like
file-handling data structures were identical, and both referred to disk drives with a letter A: This section does
not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Richard was, in
fact, the driving force in this group all of whom maintained contact through email. ZCPR2 was released on
February 14, ZCPR2 was upgraded to 2. The code for ZCPR3 could also be compiled with reduced features
for the and would run on systems that did not have the requisite Z80 microprocessor. Features of ZCPR as of
version 3 included:
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2: Digital Research Librarian
The CPM Handbook with MPM. EMBED (for www.enganchecubano.com hosted blogs and www.enganchecubano.com
item tags).

More information is on my Digital Research Web page, and other pages on my Web site. BDOS is the core of
the operating system, responding to system calls from running programs.. The CCP is the command-line
processor with simple features like "dir", "type", and so forth. The user could then run another program. There
is no simple answer to these questions. This Web page has some of the answers. Frankly, a Web search or the
links on this page will lead to plenty of information. If you want to compare them, download the docs and
software and go right ahead! Mac" for more information. Or post in Usenet newsgroup "comp. The notes
below discuss this option and what that means. Of course, your computer has to have one of the processors
listed. Don Maslin passed away on Sept 10 There was discussion in comp. But in , Al Kossow of bitsavers.
Meanwhile, in or , there were references in comp. In he moved much of that information to that "classiccmp"
Web site from his own Web domain. Check his Web pages on the classiccmp site for all these activities. I
discuss the Catweasel floppy controller product, and a variety of issues about diskette formats, on a technical
Web page about diskette data recovery and copying. For backing up and restoring disks, as well as finding
boot disks for known configurations, I urge people to check out the imaging tools and disk image archive on
my [archive] site [now at classiccmp. IMD files of disk] images of most soft-sector formats, including mixed
density, odd sector numbering, differently formatter tracks etc. I have a page with details on how to connect 8"
drives which work well in this configuration on a PC - this is my prime soft-sector disk manipulation tool.
There are other transfer utilities for other systems available on that page as well. A Google search string ".
Other disk images there include. TD0 Teledisk format and. IMG not photos but disk bit images from versions
of Catweasel. See my note above about Catweasel and other formats for details. But, through the years, and
even recently, some people have or are providing some of these capabilities. However, by year or so, most
prior hardware and software work is moot: Used Zcompatible computers are still available, decades after they
were first sold and built. They are available from individuals, for sale or give-away; they are bought and sold
on eBay and other general auction Web sites; and some Web sites for specific old computers also offer
hardware for sale. Check the Web, or personal for-sale Web sites, accordingly, there are too many venues to
list. For example, the S systems I support to this day. But see my note below. I try to keep current Web
pointers for these and similar Web sites, on my S Web pointers page. Most of them use the very first sector on
the first track as boot code. The hardware is able to read that boot sector and execute its contents. Some
systems have sufficient hardware to read the system tracks directly without a boot sector. Smething has to load
the "boot", and often that is a program in ROM called a "monitor", which runs when the computer is powered
up. So you may be able to format diskettes on a Windows or Linux system. The original DRI manuals with it
tell you how to do this. The tools provided with it are sufficient to aid you in doing this. It is not impossible,
just a challenge like many other challenges presented by older computers equipment. I also discussed his
iCOM hardware and docs on this Web page. A number of people have provided me with source programs for
a specific S floppy controller. These are useful as an example.
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TABLA DE CONTENIDO TABLA DE CONTENIDO Â· INTRODUCTION TO CP/M AND MP/M Â· CP/M AND MP/M
FACILITIES Â· HANDLING FILES WITH PIP Â· USING THE EDITOR Â· INSIDE CP/M (AND MP/M) Â· REFERENCE
GUIDE TO CP.

When Turbo Pascal was released in by Borland, as their first software development application, it was quickly
adopted by schools, universities, hobbyists and professional software developers. Since the IDE is only 34Kb
there is plenty of space left on a disk for your source code and compiled programs. This is particularly handy
for single disk machines. The editor is very functional and uses a subset of the Wordstar key combinations.
Pascal was designed to be easy to compile and because TP uses a single pass compiler, compilation speed is
incredibly quick. The downside of the compilation speed is that the code is quite a literal translation without
much optimization. The latter option allows you to create libraries in assembly language and use a jump table
to access individual functions with the external keyword. In Borland released Turbo Pascal 3. The running
code could now be swapped in and out from disk as needed. With careful planning, you could escape the
normal 64Kb limit and only be constrained by the capacity of the disk you are running the application from.
As with all Pascal implementations, there are problems porting programs between implementations. Finally,
Borland included a highly readable and very complete manual. It covered not just the IDE, language and
libraries, but also detailed information on the memory layout and calling conventions from assembly language.
This meant that you could quickly get up and running with few additional resources. How to install First
download Turbo Pascal 3. The real advantage of not copying all the files is seen if you only have a single
drive. The extra room will allow you to edit, compile and run your programs all from the same disk. For
instructions on how to create a virtual disk for z80pack look at: In my examples I am using B: Then enter the
speed in Mhz of your machine. If you want to configure additional editor commands, you can do this via the
Command Installation option. If not press Q to quit. Usage To start the IDE run: For the moment press Y.
Now you will be presented with the main screen. You have a number of commands on this screen, which are
accessed by a single letter. To work with a pascal source file, first press W and then enter a filename. To edit
the work file, press E. The editor uses Wordstar key combinations which you can read more about in the
manual. For now the following keys will be useful to know:
4: CP/M Software - PCSauro
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

5: CP/M - H2Obsession
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

6: The CP/M handbook with MP/M - Computing History
The CP/M handbook with MP/M by Rodnay Zaks CP/M Editor CP/M Plus (Version 3 Operating system) Programmers
guide Mastering CP/M by Alan R. Miller Inside CP/M A Guide for Users and Programmers with CP/M and MP/M2 by
Davis E. Cortessi.

7: CP/M Manuals Archive
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Download PDF: Sorry, we are unable to provide the full text but you may find it at the following location(s):
www.enganchecubano.com (external link).

8: Full text of "The CP/M handbook with mp/m"
The CP/M handbook with MP/M. This exhibit has a reference ID of CHPlease quote this reference ID in any
communication with the Centre for Computing History.

9: CP/M and z80 related manuals
Search the history of over billion web pages on the Internet.
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